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Donate today @ www.seaturtlefoundation.org to save us!
**HOW TO KNOW WHEN IT’S TIME TO CHANGE LABELS**

- your current one doesn’t feel right
- you hear something that might suit you better
- you’re embarrassed or uncomfortable telling people your current label
- you like the flag of another label
- you feel drawn to another label
- you’re avoiding the merch you have of your current label or its events
- you like the merch of another label
- you just really relate to the experiences of people with another label
- you feel drawn to another community
- your current label feels restrictive
- you wish you were another label
- you’re finding it hard to relate to your current label, even if it suited you in the past.

**Changing your label doesn’t mean you were faking or pretending. You’ve discovered more about yourself! Celebrate it!**
This zine was made on the stolen land of the Bunurong people of the Kulin nations. Sovereignty was never ceded.

It's okay if you're scared to change your label, but lots of people do and it's a-okay! Most importantly, only you get to decide your label, so remember that other people's reactions ultimately cannot change you.

By One Kidney Bean